Traffic Topics Webinar
Statewide ITS Plan

Tuesday, June 16, 2015, 2-3 p.m.
Water’s Edge, conference rooms A&C
To access the webinar:

Join online meeting

First online meeting?

If you are unable to access audio through Lync, listen via conference call:
dial-in number: 888-742-5095
classification code: 1658926687

Presenter: Cory Johnson
Cory Johnson is the Research Director for MnDOT’s Office of Traffic, Safety and Technology. He has been working in that position since Feb 17, 2010. He manages the Connected Vehicles for Safety, Mobility, and User Fees program and the statewide ITS group. He is responsible for delivering projects that use technology to improve the overall transportation system for all users.

Cory has worked for MnDOT for over 20 years. In those 20 years he has held positions in the Office of Policy, Analysis, Research and Innovation as the Research Director and program management engineer where he managed all aspects of the MnDOT research and implementation program as supported by MnDOT, county, and city leadership. Prior to that, he held engineering positions in Metro Water Resources, Metro Maintenance, and MnDOT’s first Traffic Management Center.

Cory is a licensed MN professional engineer who received his bachelors of civil engineering degree with distinction from the University of MN in 1992.
**Presentation Overview**

- Overview of Statewide ITS Plan
- What ITS is trying to accomplish and where it is warranted
- District ITS deployments and known plans
- Investment Scenarios
- Discussion about ITS organization and investment
- District Input on Statewide ITS Systems

---

**For More Information**

Visit: [http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/topics/index.html](http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/topics/index.html)

Or contact: Kelly Kopy, 651-234-7060, kelly.kopy@state.mn.us